The identification and characterization of the processes responsible for the electrochromic properties of thin transition metal oxide films are matters of high current interest. Several authors (1-3) have applied small-signal a-c techniques in this area. Ho et al. (2) have analyzed their a-c data on WO3 with injected Li using the standard Randles (4) equivalent circuit, but with a modified (finite length) Warburg element. Glarum and Marshall (3) have devised a slightly different circuit from their data on IrO2 with injected protons. Both sets of authors have given some discussion of the theory underlying the use of these circuits. In a somewhat earlier paper (5) the present authors derived an equivalent circuit for an electrochemical system characterized by an electrode adsorption-reaction-diffusion sequence that yields the circuits mentioned above, or parts of them, as limiting cases. Much of this analysis has been recently republished independently by Braunshtein et al. (6). In the present paper we discuss our earlier treatment as it might be applied to an electrochromic system. Our treatment leads to an equivalent circuit which, we believe, may_ be useful in the analysis of impedance or admittance data on electrochromic thin films, particularly if the injection of atoms into the film involves an adsorbed intermediate.
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We consider an electrochemical cell consisting of an inert electronic conductor, a thin layer of electrochromic material AyB, a liquid electrolyte with mobile A+ ions, and an electrode of solid A metal, or if A represents hydrogen, a hydrogen electrode. We shall assume that current flow through the system is effectively one-dimensional, at least over the region in which a significant potential drop occurs. We also assume that AyB is a sufficiently good electronic conductor that the transport of A within the layer of A~B occurs purely by diffusion.
We assume that the system has been allowed to come to equilibrium under a steady applied potential difference. Then the AyB layer has a spatially uniform composition and the potential drop falls essentially between the surface of the A~B layer in contact with the electrolyte and the A electrode. We ass~,me that an A-+-ion combines with an electron from the conduction band to form an adsorbed intermediate before entering the AyB film. Adopting the notation of our earlier work (5), we let PR denote the concentration of the A+ ions at the point of closest approach to the AyB film, let r denote the concentration of the adsorbed intermediate, and let bL denote the concentration of A just inside the surface of the AuB film. Then for any deviation from the equilibrium potential difference the equations governing the behavior of the reactant species at the A~B/liquid interface may be written (5, 7)
[2] and Jb~ = v~ (r, bL) [3] where IpR is the faradaic current, JbL is the flux of A into the AyB layer, vl and v2 are as yet unspecified rate functions, and ~l is the additional potential drop across where kl* = flkif and 71" ----flTlf, with
fl --{1 ~-klb/[ia ~-ksf/(1 + F1 (w))]}--i [8] and
Fl(~) --kab ctnh (leslie~Die) [9] where le is the thickness of the AyB film. The quantities kl* and 71" may be considered to be complex, frequency-dependent rate constants, a notion first introduced by L~nyi (8) . If Re is a constant normalizing resistance, it may readily be shown that RcFl(w) is the impedance of a length l~ of distributed transmission line of characteristic fmpedance Rck3b/(i~D~e) 1/2 with series resistance per unit length R~e~ =-Rckab/Dle and shunt capacitance per unit length C~n = i~/k~bRc, terminated by an infinite resistance. If the liquid electrolyte employed in the experimental system is fairly concentrated (> 1M) and assuming that the A § ions are appreciably more mobile in the solution than A atoms are in the solid AyB one may neglect PlR in Eq. [7] and then define an interfacial admittance I~IR efPoR
~i kT which is re~resented exactly by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 . The circuit elements are the charge transfer resistance
the adsorption capacitance
an adsorption related resistance
and a distributed capacitative element vdth impedance When the Warburg element and charge transfer resistance in the Randles circuit (2, 4) are replaced by the circuit segment shown in Fig. 1 , one obtains the equivalent circuit appropriate for the system considered in this note.
Some impedance plane plots for this generalized Randles circuit are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2(a) we have set RA and CA equal to zero so that our circuit reduces to that of Ha et al. (2) , consisting of a bulk (liquid electrolyte) resistance Re, double layer capacitance CD, charge transfer resistance RR, and the distributed capacitative element ZD. The figure shows a single semicircular arc, associated with RR and CD, and a straight segment, with 45 ~ slope which curves to approach a vertical asymptote, characteristic of Z#. In Fig. 2(b) RA and CA have been given values so that RACA >> R•CD, and two semicircular arcs are apparent, the one at lower frequencies being associated with RA and CA. In Fig. 2(c) , RACA ~ RRCD and only a single, approximately semicircular arc is apparent. In fact, the impedance curves of Fig. 2(c) and (a) are almost indistinguishable in shape, even though they represent two d~stinctly different sets of circuit parameters. We are thus led to suggest thai any determination of circuit parameters by graphical analysis of impedance plane curves be confirmed by nonlinear least-squares fitting of the data as a function of frequency to the circuit concerned (9) . Re(Z) (1049,) 
